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Abstract. In this paper a knowledge-level model of an individual designer as an agent is
described, in which reflective reasoning about elements of situatedness, and reasoning
from the point of view of other participants, are explicitly modelled. This model is based
on existing models of single agent design. An individual designer in a specific distributed
design process, namely website design, is used to illustrate the model.
Keywords. distributed design, multi-agent systems, reflection, cooperation, situatedness.
1. Introduction
Collaborative distributed design is becoming more prevalent in current practice. Multiple
participants (customers, designers, manufacturers and other stakeholders) work together, but
not necessarily at the same time, at the same location, or with the same resources. Although
the technology to support exchange of information between participants is available, more
content related support is not. Existing knowledge level models of design focus on design as a
single agent process. Knowledge-level models of collaborative distributed design are needed.
Namely the situation in which an individual designer contributes to a collaborative distributed
design process differs significantly from the situation in which an individual designer
completes an entire design project on his/her own. In a distributed design process an individual
designer reasons about several elements of a situation including design partners, design
culture, and (shared) understanding of the design problem, that are irrelevant to single agent
design.
This paper focuses on the implications of distributed design for individual design processes.
An individual designer is considered to be an agent, in a multi-agent setting. The types of
reasoning and knowledge that need to be included in knowledge level models of individual
agents that collaborate in a distributed design process are analysed and specified.
                                               
* CONCEPT VERSION. Appeared in Artificial Intelligence in Engineering, volume 15, 2001, pp. 137-152.
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In single agent design, reflective reasoning is employed to reason about the progress of the
design process, and e.g., to reason from a domain-specific point of view. An artefact to be
designed may be designed from several viewpoints: a heating-system viewpoint can co-exist
with an electrical-system viewpoint. A single design agent can choose which viewpoint to
work from at each point during a process.
In distributed collaborative design, individual designers need to be able to reason reflectively
about other designers. The knowledge used for reflective reasoning is often incomplete and
imprecise (this holds for design in general as well, see Section 2.1) so conclusions can be
assumed to hold, until the opposite is discovered through interaction with other agents. This is
a form of hypothetical reasoning.
The main purpose of this study is to devise a formal knowledge-level model of an individual
agent capable of reasoning about other agents (their knowledge, experience and results), and
about the need for interaction (and content) during a design process. In Section 2 relevant
literature is briefly discussed. Section 3 discusses a number of differences between distributed
design settings and single design agents. In Section 4 an example of a distributed design
process is introduced. This example domain is used to illustrate the types of knowledge and
reasoning processes included in the knowledge level model. Section 5 presents a knowledge-
level model of a co-operative design agent, based on existing generic models of agents.
Section 6 depicts types of reasoning and knowledge required for distributed design extracted
from the formal specification of the knowledge level model. In Section 7 knowledge fragments
illustrate an implementation of the model described in Section 6 for the example described in
Section 4. Section 8 discusses the results and proposes future work.
2. Research on distributed design
Distributed design is clearly related to a large number of disciplines. This paper focuses on
additional types of reasoning and knowledge that need to be included in knowledge level
models of individual agents that collaborate in distributed design processes. Results from three
related areas of research are addressed below: single agent design, concurrent engineering and
multi-agent systems.
2.1 Single Agent Design
In the past few decades, research on design has led to a number of theories and models of
design as a task and as a process (e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Interesting
enough, formal knowledge-level models for a process of design which includes the notion of
manipulating requirements as well as manipulating an artefact description have surfaced mainly
in the last decade [9, 10, 12, 13, 14]. In addition, design methods have been developed (e.g.
[15, 16, 17]), as have design support systems (e.g. [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]). These theories,
models, methods, and systems, however, do not explicitly model reflective reasoning required
for multi-agent distributed design.
A compositional generic design model (the GDM -see Section 5.2) in which explicit reasoning
about requirements and their qualifications, reasoning about design object descriptions and
reasoning about the design process are distinguished, is based on a logical (formal) analysis of
design processes [12] and on analyses of applications, including elevator configuration [23]
and design of environmental measures [24]. Within this knowledge-level model different levels
of reflection are distinguished enabling explicit representation of design strategies and design
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process progress monitoring. One of the advantages of distinguishing different levels of
reflection is to explicitly model strategic reasoning in design [25]. Additional types of
reflective reasoning are, however, involved when designers need to reason about other
designers’ reasoning.
2.2 Concurrent engineering
A variant of distributed design is concurrent engineering. In the field of concurrent
engineering, research and development has resulted in methods and means that enable
customers, engineers and manufacturers to co-operate in complex engineering tasks (such as
the development of computer software, consumer electronics, cars, aircraft and ships) often at
one physical location.
As a result of the technological advances made in the last decades (notably the Internet)
designers in different parts of the world work around the clock, separately or together, on the
same project. The co-ordination of these projects in virtual environments, in particular the co-
ordination of conflicting (partial) designs, interests, models, requirements (e.g., new
requirements imposed during design), etc., requires extensive knowledge of the design
process, of the available expertise and skills, of dependencies and, in particular, of the
consequences of modification. For this reason, models supporting a common understanding of
agents about a specific task (e.g. [26]) and models of distributed project management (e.g.
[27, 28]) are becoming increasingly important. A number of tools and services have been
designed to support specific aspects of the co-ordination process; for example [29, 30, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36, 37].
2.3 Multi-agent systems
Research in multi-agent systems is currently mainstream AI. Different notions of agency have
been proposed (e.g. [38, 39, 40, 41, 42). One notion of agents in which weak agency is
distinguished form strong agency has been proposed by Wooldridge and Jenings [39]: weak
agency is characterised by autonomy, social ability, reactiveness, and pro-activeness. In
contrast the notion of strong agency is based on the characteristics of mentalistic and
intentional notions (related to the notion of intentional stance by Dennet [43]). The
characteristics of weak agency defined by Wooldridge and Jennings [39] provide a means to
reflect on the tasks an agent needs to be able to perform. Pro-activeness and autonomy are
related to an agent’s ability to reason about its own processes, goals and plans. Reactivity and
social ability are related to the ability to interact with the material world and to communicate
with other agents. The ability to communicate and co-operate with other agents and to interact
with the material world often relies on an agent’s ability to acquire and maintain its own
knowledge of the world and other agents.
By studying the ways that single agents and groups of single agents interact, theories and
models of co-operation have been and are still being developed that can be used for advanced
human-computer interaction and for the development of multi-agent systems. A typical
example of research in multi-agent systems that is relevant to the design community is research
on information brokering and information gathering agents [44, 45, 46, 47].
The agent metaphor offers a means to model situations with distributive activity on a
conceptual level. A number of researchers, but not many, have combined the research areas of
design and multi-agent systems. For example, Grecu and Brown describe a system for
parametric spring design [48], built from small knowledge-based systems called Single
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Function Agents (SiFAs). The deliberately restricted capabilities of each SiFA enforce the
interaction among SiFAs; only by co-operation are they able to carry out a design task.
Different types of SiFAs exist, each having a single target, which is to select, estimate,
evaluate, criticise or praise parameter values. The ability of SiFAs to learn reduces the number
of conflicts during a design process.
Campbell, Cagan and Kotovsky present a theory of engineering design, A-design, that models
an engineering process as a complex adaptive system of interacting software agents [49]. In
A-design, configuration agents create conceptual designs; instantiation agents fill these in with
actual components from a catalogue. Fragment agents and subsystem agents come into play
after evaluation. Fragment agents can remove 'bad' components, whereas subsystem agents
extract 'good' assemblies (consisting of multiple components) and store them in the catalogue
for future use. Manager agents maintain these four types of agents; e.g. the number of agents
of a specific type can be adjusted, depending on contributions of agents to 'good' and 'bad'
designs.
McAlinden, Florida-James, Chao, Norman, Hills and Smith [50] describe how design agents
can be integrated to facilitate information and knowledge sharing. In this approach, a central
product model of the STEP standard is used, as well as ACL and knowledge-based
ontologies. Their aim is to incorporate existing and legacy systems without delay in a design
project.
The aforementioned research on distributed design [48, 49, 50] does not include explicit
representations for reflective reasoning. Being able to reason about, or even from, the
viewpoint of another agent is a means with which, e.g., conflicts can be prevented. In the
literature on reflection such as [50, 51, 52, 53, 54] a restricted number of types of reflective
reasoning are modelled. Non-trivial combinations of different types of reflective reasoning,
however, have not been studied extensively. In literature [55, 39, 56, 57] on multi-agent
systems, most often the types of reflective reasoning agents are capable of performing is
limited. For example, in the literature mentioned no explicit reflective reasoning about
communication is modelled.
3. Distributed design vs. single agent design
As stated above existing models and theories do not explicitly capture the distributed nature of
design projects, in particular not with respect to reasoning about (the knowledge of) other
participants and the types of interaction required. As, in practice, many design projects involve
collaboration between groups of designers such types of reasoning need to be made explicit.
The situation within which an individual agent participates in a distributed design process
differs considerably from the situation in which a single agent performs a complete design
process on his/her own.
3.1 Elements that define a situation
Each of the designers in a distributed design proces is an individual, with his/her own goals,
commitments, perspectives on the artefact being designed, etc. Each individual designer
interacts with other designers to collectively produce a satisfactory solution to a design
problem. The decisions taken by individual designers in a distributed design setting are not
only influenced by the specific design knowledge available to an individual designer, but also
by the individual agent’s interpretation of his/her own situation. Each indiviudal designer has
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his or her own view of the world and other agents. Each individual designer needs to be able
to reason explicitly about the situation in which the design process is to be performed.
In the RoboCup experiments [58, 59] agents are situated in a dynamic environment containing
other agents and a playing field. Soccer players are all capable of the same tasks while this is
not, in general, the case in distirbuted design where each designer has his or her own expertise.
Situatedness influences the thoughts and actions of a designer [60, 61]. In distributed design
processes a form of shared understanding among designers is assumed (or acquired in some
way): at the very least some designers are able to “understand” other designers designs to
some extent. Such shared information forms the basis of collaborative endeavours of co-
operating individual design agents.
Reasoning from different viewpoints is a necessary part of most design processes. Domain
specific contexts are often the grounds for such viewpoints. As an example, consider the
design of a building, in which it is useful to distinguish different systems involved: e.g.
electrical, sewage, and heating. Models of single agent design most often incorporate
reasoning from different viewpoints, including strategic reasoning about viewpoints, and
reasoning from the perspective of other viewpoints. In distributed design, however, an
individual designer also has to be able to reason about, e.g., other designer’s knowledge and
expected actions. An individual design agent often reasons hypothetically about other
designers’ reasoning processes, by reasoning from the point of view of another designer, and
testing whether those conclusions conflict with the current version of the individual designer’s
current design solution. The change in the aspects that determine the situation in which an
agent function require different types of reflective reasoning [62].
A number of specific elements that determine the situation in an individual designer functions,
can be distinguished. These elements can be categorised by their source: the client, the
designer him- or herself, and the design environment. Elements of outside of the design
problem or design process (such as recent experiences) are not taken into account in this
approach; their influence on an individual designer, however, cannot be disregarded.
The context of a given design problem is an obvious element: a designer often has a given set
of requirements, (possibly) a given description of an existing object to be re-designed, and
design process objectives: these are goals (or constraints) a designer has to adhere to while
performing his or her design task. Such goals can e.g. limit the time spent on the design task.
Designers may differ in the way in which they interpret these types of information. Each
individual designer has his/her own view on the design process objectives: which goals and
constraints have to be achieved by the design process. Design solutions are specific to (groups
of) individual designers: some may share a (partial) solution, other may share a different
solution. The context of design requirements is also unique for an individual designer: some
design requirements may be shared with other designers, other requirements are specific to the
individual designer. The notion of progress of the design process is relative to an individual
designer.
Design knowledge is directly related to a designer him or herself: each individual designer has
limited design knowledge and experience. Knowledge about his or her limitations can aid a
designer in avoiding dead-ends. Each designer has his or her own history of (un)succesful
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designs (e.g., a case-base, statistics on useful approaches) and his/her interpretation of the
processes themselves.
The design environment is also clearly of importance. Each designer has his or her knowledge
of, and experiences with, other designers, i.e. the design partners. Design resources are not
available to all designers, each has access to specific resources, some of which may be shared.
The culture of a group, sometimes expressed as the collection of norms and values, may also
influence interaction among members of a group. An individual designer is part of a design
culture in which he/she defines his/her own role. Each designer may consciously choose to
adhere to, or violate, norms and values within the design culture, e.g., the shared view on the
progress of the (overall) design process. Some knowledge may be available to all designers
and forms a shared context of design knowledge.
The elements that are relevant to an individual designer in a distributed setting are summarized
in Table 1.
Element in situation Explanation
Related to client:
Given problem is divided into two parts: given sets of design
requirements; given initial design object descriptions.
Design process Client’s objectives on the design process (e.g., in terms
of time, money, resources used, number of results).
Related to designer:
Design knowledge design knowledge available to the designer.
Design experience data (e.g., based on experience, case bases) available
to the designer.
Related to environment:
Design partners design partners; their capabilities and trustworthiness.
Design resources resources available to a designer (possibly shared).
Design Culture culture (including norms and values) among (groups of)
designers.
Design problem shared information on the design process objectives;
(partial) solutions to the design problem at hand,
consisting of sets of (partial) design requirements, and
(partial) artefact descriptions.
Design progress current, and previous, state of the design process, as
performed by designers in isolation and in co-operation.
Design knowledge knowledge available to all designers about other
designers, design processes, etc.
Table 1. Description of elements that (partially) define a situation for distributed design.
3.2 Reasoning about a designer’s situation
An individual designer that participates in a distributed design process has to be able to reason
about the situation in which design is required. An individual designer needs to interact with
other agents and the environment, but when and how is, in general, up to the individual
designer. An individual designer may, for example, decide not to inform a project manager
about an expected delay, given his/her own expectations with respect to the consequences.
The expected impact of the result of an interaction on the (re-)design process influences
whether an interaction is effectuated. For example, a routine interaction may result in
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information that does not much affect the progress of the design process, and can be
postponed. Yet another routine interaction about, e.g., the cost of the roof of a building, may
significantly influence the progress of the design process, as subsequent choices are influenced,
and earlier solutions possibly discarded.
An individual designer needs to be aware of both the complexity of the interactions, and the
expected impact these interactions may have on the progress of the design process. An explicit
decision needs to be made about which interaction is performed in which manner.
An individual designer also has his or her own opinion of the level of expertise of other design
partners (most often based on experience and hearsay); knows about their social skills, their
ability of consensus making in negotiations, etc. This knowledge influences the way in which
an individual designer reasons about the other design partners, and as a result the way in
which an individual designer interacts with these other design partners (e.g., if previous
experience with a highly skilled designer in another field increases an individual designer’s
knowledge of this field, he/she may be aware of alternatives, that may not be devised by
another designer in the same field in a similar context).
4. Example of an individual design agent in a distributed design
process
In this paper an example of distributed website design is used to illustrate the types of
reflective reasoning required by an individual design agent involved in a distributed design
process. This example entailed a distributed design process, where several participants needed
to interact with each other to be able to design an artefact. The design process took place in
the domain of website design1, not physical artefact design. The interaction required is,
however, comparable to the design of a physical artefact. First, an overview of the case study
is given, then a more detailed description.
4.1 Assistive Technology Website Design Project
The design project under analysis is a project to design a complex and extensive website on
disability-related resources providing up-to-date, thorough information on assistive
technologies (technologies intended to provide assistance to people with disabilities), adaptive
environments and community resources for the disabled. In addition to general requirements
imposed on website design (e.g., consistency, relevancy of information, clear organization,
etc.), the satisfaction of the following requirements was imposed:
?  the site must be accessible by people with disabilities;
?  vendors of assistive technologies must be able to modify related information with ease and
accuracy via a Vendor Data Entry Interface (VDEI);
?  the information must be accurate and up to date; and
?  the data entry process must be secure, and the information verified before committing to
permanent changes.
                                               
1 The authors express their gratitude to the development team of the Assistive Technology Website Design
Project at the Georgia Institute for Technology for their co-operation in the research by providing the necessary
information about the design process.
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Due to a variety of skills required in the project execution, a number of different specialists
were needed: a Project Manager, a Web Designer, a Database/Systems Administrator, a
Assistive Technology Specialist, a HTML designer, and a Dynamic Web Designer.
4.2 Design of Vendor Data Entry Interface
The design process focussed on in this paper spanned over 6 weeks from inception to
completion of the design of part of the above specified website. This particular design process
was performed by the Dynamic Web Designer and has been analyzed in detail. This process
was chosen for a number of reasons:
?  first of all, expert knowledge about the process was fully available;
?  the individual design process required specific skills: dynamic pages development, and was
a primary responsibility of a single designer yielding an individual designer’s perspective in
a distributed context; and
?  finally, as certain requirements and parts of the website were shared by a number of
designers (e.g., both the Database Administrator and the Dynamic Web Designer were
involved in designing and modifying the Vendor database), the design process required
extensive interaction among team members.
In this process, three phases are distinguished: acquisition of requirements, design of the
VDEI, and evaluation of the VDEI.
The focus of the analysis is on types of reflections/viewpoints exhibited during the Vendor
Data Entry Interface design process. The purpose of Vendor Data Entry Interface is to
provide vendors of assistive technology products and devices as well as employees of the
organization supporting the website with an easy way to modify vendor and product-related
information on the web. The following are general requirements:
?  vendor and product-related information must be accurate and up to date;
?  the interface must be easy to use: or, stated differently, the interface should not require
special skills from the users;
?  the VDEI must be consistent with the rest of the website.
Early in the project it was decided that the VDEI would be designed as a dynamically
generated website, with data being read from and written to a database at the time of user
interaction. This decision affected security and accuracy aspects, and resulted in a number of
more specific requirements:
Security requirements:
?  only authorized users must be able to change, add or delete information on the website;
?  vendors (a category of authorized users) must be able to make changes to product,
company or contact info pertaining only to the company they represent;
?  only users given administrative privileges must be able to access the administrative section
(the highest level of privileges);
Information accuracy requirements:
?  product, company and contact info must be accurate and up to date;
The decision to design the VDEI as a dynamically generated website also implied that four of
the aforementioned specialists would have to interact closely in the design process: the Project
Manager, the Database Administrator, the Web Designer, and the Dynamic Web Designer.




Initial design process objectives (e.g. how much time was allotted for the design, what
infrastructure was available, etc) and initial requirements were communicated to the Dynamic
Web Designer at the beginning of the project. After a preliminary analysis of the received
information it became clear that additional requirements acquisition was necessary, in
particular the following information was missing: current overall design description, specific
Vendor Date Entry Interface Requirements, and a Vendor database description.
The requirements acquisition process included a number of specific subtasks (the following
order is not imposed):
?  identifying an appropriate team member from whom to request information (to include
requesting information about specific team members);
?  requesting information from other designers/manager, be it requirements or their
specification, details of existing parts of the design, or any other project-related
information;
?  clarifying information in case the information received is vague, unclear or contradictory;
?  negotiating with designers or clients over specific requirements or specifications , and
?  confirming overall strategies and tactics with project manager or any other involved
designer; see the example below.
The following situation can serve as an example of obtaining confirmation from the Project
Manager for a local strategy of the Dynamic Web Designer. During the requirements
acquisition stage the Dynamic Web Designer determined that the dynamic site to be developed
would entail two parts: 1) dynamic, and 2) static HTML. She decided that in order to satisfy
the consistency requirement, the best design strategy would be that of integration: the two
parts, dynamic and static, would be developed separately by the Dynamic Web Designer and
the Web Designer, respectively, and integrated once both design processes completed. As this
strategy would involve co-operation with another designer and potentially influence the overall
design process, the Dynamic Web Designer had to confirm this strategy with both the Project
Manager and the Web Designer.
Acquired requirements had to be further refined. For example, the security and information
accuracy requirements described above, as a result of analysis and repeated information/
clarification/ confirmation requests, gave rise to the following data verification requirement:
?  an administrator must verify the data entered by internal employees or vendors before
committing to permanent changes.
The following functionality was requested to support this requirement:
?  changes made by vendors and internal employees (unless given administrative privileges)
must not be visible until verified by the administrator;
?  once a change/addition/deletion is made, an e-mail must be sent to the administrator with a
link to a page containing the changes;
?  after being verified by the administrator, the changes must become permanent and visible;
otherwise, they will be reversed.
4.2.2 Design of the VDEI
Once the requirements acquisition was completed, the Dynamic Web Designer proceeded with
the design of the actual Vendor Data Entry Interface. Three major sections were identified
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based on the intended user base: vendor, internal employee, and administrator sections. In
addition, a data verification process that spanned across the three sections had to be designed.
Throughout the design process modifications to the database structure (initiated by the
Dynamic Web Designer) had to be implemented which involved intensive interaction with the
Database Administrator. This interaction included database changes specification and requests,
negotiations about the changes, database structure and changes clarification, and changes
confirmation.
When the design of the data verification process and corresponding parts of the three sections
were almost complete, the Dynamic Web Designer received information contradicting a
previous assumption, namely the fact that frequent modifications were to be expected whereas
the previous assumption was that such changes would be quite rare. After a behavioural
simulation of a hypothetical administrator it became clear that the existing data verification
functionality requirements and the data verification process design were no longer adequate
and had to be modified. A new data verification functionality requirement had to be composed
and confirmed with the Project Manager, and resulted in major changes to the existing data
verification process and the already designed web pages.
Below is the new data verification functionality requirement:
?  after login the administrator must have an option to verify additions, modifications and
deletions by following an appropriate link on the main menu;
?  the names of the companies for which unverified changes exist (be it company, product or
contact info) must be displayed once a link is followed;
?  the administrator must be able to choose a company from the list, and view all the changes
made for this company, and then verify or roll back the changes.
4.2.3 Evaluation of the resulting VDEI
During the testing and debugging stage of the Vendor Data Entry Interface design, the
Dynamic Web Designer was informed that the integration of the dynamic and static HTML
pages would be performed by an HTML designer, and was requested to provide integration
instructions. However, it was soon discovered that the HTML designer would be unable to
perform the integration due to the lack of programming skills, and another designer was
found.
4.3 Initial observations
On the basis of the description of the case study, a number of observations can be drawn. First
of all, the Dynamic Web Designer needed to interact with other designers on various issues,
ranging from obtaining approval for strategic decisions to providing detailed design
information. The complexity of the interaction ranges from merely informing other agents to
extensive negotiations. Secondly, the Dynamic Web Designer showed reflective reasoning not
only on the process performed by the Dynamic Web Designer (e.g., when to do what), but
also reasoning about other designers’ capabilities, and even reasoning from the point of view
of another designer. Lastly, the design process performed by the Dynamic Web Designer is (or
quickly became) a re-design process: an existing (partial) set of requirements and
corresponding website description were modified because of changes in the context of the
design problem of the Dynamic Web Designer.
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5. Existing models of agents and design
The main purpose of this study is to understand which additional types of reflective reasoning
are required in distributed design compared to single agent design. In this paper an existing
knowledge-level DESIRE model of a design agent for single agent design [63] is used to model
the types of reflective reasoning encountered in the case study of distributed design described
above. This model is enhanced with a component which manages co-operation between agents
as proposed in [28] for project co-ordination. The resulting model (tested for a design process
for aircraft industry) is described below.
DESIRE is a formal knowledge-level modelling and specification framework for knowledge-
intensive (multi-agent) systems [64, 65]. Both conceptual models and detailed formal
specifications are supported by the framework. The compositional nature of the models, and
the separation between processes and knowledge makes it possible to build knowledge
intensive systems from reusable components. Automated prototype generation on the basis of
detailed formal specifications facilitates verification and validation of knowledge intensive
systems.
5.1 Co-operative design agent model
The existing model distinguishes seven main processes within an agent, as depicted in Figure 1
below. This architecture models an agent that:
1. reasons about its own processes (component Own Process Control),
2. communicates with other agents (component Agent Interaction Management),
3. maintains information about other agents (component Maintenance of Agent
Information),
4. interacts with the external world (component World Interaction Management),
5. maintains information about the external world (component Maintenance of World
Information),
6. participates in project co-ordination (component Co-operation Management) and
7. designs an artefact (within component Agent Specific Tasks is a component Design).
• incoming communication 
• observation results
• outgoing communication 






















Figure 1. Process abstraction levels for a generic co-operative agent.
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This model for a co-operative agent includes components for management of its own
processes, interaction with other agents including co-operations, interaction with the external
(material) world, and performing an agent's specific tasks. In this model, a co-operative agent
has input information consisting of incoming communication from other agents, and results
from observations in the external world. As output information, a co-operative agent yields
outgoing communication to other agents and observations and actions in the external world.
This generic agent model supports the notion of weak agent [39]. Autonomy and pro-
activeness with respect to the agent is supported by the component Own process Control. Social
abilities, and reactiveness and pro-activeness with respect to other agents is supported by the
components Co-operation Management, Agent Interaction Management and Maintenance of Agent
Information. Reactiveness and pro-activeness with respect to the external world is supported by
the components World Interaction Management and Maintenance of World Information.
Interactions of the agent with the external (physical) world are explicitly modelled in this
model. Extending this agent model with the notion of intelligent stance can be achieved by
extending the component Own Process Control with stronger mentalistic mechanisms, such as
BDI models [66].
This generic structure can be refined for specific types of agents and design tasks in different
domains of application. Refinement of the generic model, by specialisation and instantiation,
involves the specification of more specific sub-processes, knowledge about applicable
requirements and their qualifications, about the design object domain, and about design
strategies.
The refinement of the component design in the generic knowledge-level model of a design
agent is based on a generic model of single agent design [12]. In this model an initial design
problem statement is expressed as a set of initial requirements and requirement qualifications.
Requirements impose conditions and restrictions on the structure, functionality and behaviour
of the design object for which a structural description is to be generated during design.
Qualifications of requirements are qualitative expressions of the extent to which (individual or
groups of) requirements are considered hard or preferred, either in isolation or in relation to
other (individual or groups of) requirements. At any one point in time during design, the
design process focuses on a specific subset of the set of requirements. This subset of
requirements plays a central role; the design process is (temporarily) committed to the current
requirement qualification set: the aim of generating a design object description is to satisfy
these requirements.
Figure 2 shows one level of composition of the processes distinguished within the component
design, and the types of input and output involved. The refinements of these three processes
are not further depicted (see [63]) for a description of a formal specification including details
on additional process composition, information flow, control flow, generic information types
and generic knowledge bases). The left hand side describes the input information to the design
process; the right hand side describes the output information. The design process is shown to
be composed of three sub-processes: design process co-ordination, requirement qualification
set manipulation, and design object description manipulation. The process Design Process Co-
ordination co-ordinates the design process by issuing information related to overall design
strategies on the basis of progress reports of the manipulation components and given design
process objectives. The process Requirement Qualification Set Manipulation manipulates sets of
requirements, on the basis of an overall design strategy, information from Design Object
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Description Manipulation, and given sets of qualified requirements. The process Design Object
Description Manipulation manipulates descriptions of design objects, on the basis of an overall
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Figure 2. Composition of processes of the design process in the generic model of design.
In addition to a composition of processes, Figure 2 also shows information flow between
processes. Each information link is named. For each application, explicit control on the
activation of information links is explicitly specified (which may vary from strict dictatorial
control to entirely loose control: all information links may work in parallel). Below is a more
detailed description of the information dependencies between the three subprocesses.
?  The process Design requires, as input, information objectives for the overall design process
(design process objectives), a given RQS (RQS) and a given DOD (DOD). The process Design
produces an evaluation of the overall design process (design process evaluation), an
evaluation of resulting requirement qualification sets (RQS assessment), an evaluation of
resulting design object descriptions (DOD assessment), sets of qualified requirements
(RQS) and design object descriptions (DOD).
?  The process Design Process Co-ordination requires information on objectives for the overall
design process (design process objective), and evaluations of the manipulation processes
(manipulation process evaluation). The process Design Process Co-ordination produces an
evaluation of the overall design process (design process evaluation), and strategies for RQS
Manipulation and DOD Manipulation (overall design strategy).
?  The process RQS Manipulation requires a strategy (overall design strategy), an evaluation of
resulting design object descriptions (DOD assessment), and a given RQS (RQS). The
process RQS Manipulation produces an evaluation of the status of its own process (RQSM
process evaluation), an evaluation of resulting qualified requirement sets (RQS assessment),
and contents of sets of requirement qualifications (RQS).
?  The process DOD Manipulation requires an overall design strategy (overall design strategy),
information on the requirement qualification set for which a design object description is to
be constructed (RQS), and possibly an existing design object description (DOD). The
process DOD Manipulation produces an evaluation of the status of its own process (DODM
process evaluation), an evaluation of resulting design object descriptions, including
information on the satisfaction of design requirements for specific design object
descriptions (DOD assessment), and design object descriptions (DOD).
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6. Model for design agent in distributed design
The single agent model of a co-operative agent described above in Section 5 needs to be
modified to address the following desiderata:
?  a design agent has knowledge and information of the distributed design situation (Section
6.1).
?  a design agent is able to (strategically) reason about the distributed design situation
(Section 6.2).
?  a design agent is able to reason with knowledge from the distributed design situation
(Section 6.3).
An example application of an agent formally specified on the basis of the model of the design
agent, described in Sections 5 and 6, is given in Section 7. The example includes fragments of
knowledge structures which are identified, and described, in Section 6.
6.1 Modelling elements that determine a situation
Knowledge and information described in Section 3.1 can be modelled in the components of
the knowledge-level model of a design agent.
Elements related to the client:
?  Given problem. Information about the given problem can be modelled as world
information, and is thus available to all components.
?  Design process. Design process objectives and communications from the client are
modelled as ‘goals’ and messages that can be communicated among, and within an agent.
The components Own Process Control, Co-operation Management and Design mainly use
this information and contain knowledge about the design process.
Elements related to the designer him- or herself:
?  Design knowledge. Information on design knowledge, and the design knowlege itself, is
modelled within the agent’s specific Design component.
?  Design experience. Information and knowledge on design experience is modeled within
the agent’s specific Design component. If design experience includes, e.g., experience in
interacting with other designer, then it also modelled in communication, negotiation, and
world interaction histories; stored and maintained in the components Maintenance of
Agent Information, and Maintenance of World Information.
Elements related to the environment of the designer:
?  Design partners. Information about design partners is modelled as agent information, and
is thus available to all components. Knowledge about the design partners (e.g., how they
might react to certain stimuli) is modelled within the components Design, Agent
Interaction Managament, and Co-operation Management.
?  Design resources. Information about design resources is modelled as world information
and agent information, depending on the kind of resources (e.g., money and time versus
case-libraries) and is available to all components. Knowledge about design resources is
modelled within the components Own Process Control, Design, and Co-operation
Management.
?  Design culture. Information about design culture is modelled as agent information, and is
available to all components. Knowledge about design culture is modelled within the
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components Own Process Control, Co-operation Management, and Agent Interaction
Management.
?  Design process. Information about the design process, usually shared with some or all of
the other designers, is modelled as agent information. Knowledge about the design process
is modelled within the components Own Process Control, Co-operation Management, and
Design.
?  Design problem. Information on design solutions, i.e. (partial) sets of design requirements
and (partial) artefact descriptions, is modelled as world information, and is thus available
to all components. Knowledge about design solutions is mainly modelled within the
component Design, but some knowledge (more global, descriptive) on design solutions is
modelled in Co-operation Management.
?  Design progress. Information on design progress, of the progress of the designer itself and
progress achieved in co-operation with other designers, is modelled as agent information,
and is available to all components. Knowledge about design progress is modelled within
the components Own Process Control, Co-operation Management, and Design.
?  Design knowledge. Information on design knowledge, from the point of view of another
agent, or domain specific point of view, is modelled within the component Design.The
design knowledge itself is also modelled within the component Design.
Each of the above mentioned elements can be viewed from different perspectives. Domain
specific viewpoints have been discussed before (e.g., electrical system vs. heating system vs.
sewage system in a building). Viewpoints related to the environment of the designer are
usually dependent on (groups of) agents. E.g., a design agent may have information on, or
even knowledge of, how another design agent interprets design requirements. Being able to
distinguish viewpoints of other design agents, facilitates reasoning about these agents.
Reflective reasoning (about another design agent) may aid the individual designer to, e.g.,
predict potential conflicts, and pro-actively avoid the occurrence of these conflicts.
To accurately model interactions of a design agent with other designers and/or the external
world, the generic design model placed in the agent’s specific task is modified. The modified
model of design includes information on design interactions and results from design
interactions. Figure 3 shows the modified interface of the design process, on the input side
additional information on design interaction results is now available to the design process, and
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Figure 3. The interface of the design model has been extended to include information on
Design Interaction Results and Design Interactions.
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Each of the three subprocesses of the design process is capable of conducting design
interactions, albeit with different subjects. For this end, the design interactions information is
constructed from three separate information types, namely DPC interaction, RQSM interactions
and DODM interactions, which originate from the processes design-process co-ordination,
requirement qualification set manipulation and design object description manipulation, respectively.
Information links with the same name as the information type transferred, are shown in the
right half of Figure 3. Similarly, all three processes need to obtain results of their interactions,
which are provided by the three information links in the left part of Figure 3: DPC interaction
results, RQSM interaction results, and DODM interaction results. These names of information
types are the same as the information type transferred by a link. The information type design
interaction results is composed of three information types: DPC interaction results, RQSM
interaction results, and DODM interaction results.
Each of the three subprocesses of the design process is capable of producing information on
design interactions, and understanding information on design interaction results. The six
additional information links are depicted in Figure 3; the information links among the three
subprocesses provided sufficient information flow to exchange information on results, or
intended, design interactions. Additional details of the formal specification of the designer
agent are not shown.
6.2 Reasoning about a situation
A design agent needs to be able to reason about its own situation. This is reflective reasoning
about the agent itself, and the situation it is in. Some of this reasoning is on a strategic level, as
it concerns reasoning about one’s own situation.
Within a design process based on the generic model of design, strategic reasoning about, e.g.,
when to apply which knowledge is already possible. This entails a representation of (or,
information on) the available design knowledge, so that explicit decisions can be made about
when to apply which knowledge to which situation. E.g., when two different predictive
models can be used to simulate the air flow in a building, which differ in accuracy and cost,
such strategic reasoning aids in building a rationale of the design process, and in choosing a
predictive model to use.
Strategic reasoning by an individual designer about elements of its situation in a distributed
design process is realised in a similar manner. Within the model of a design agent, strategic
reasoning takes place in several components, including Own Process Control, Co-operation
Management, and Design.
An example of strategic reasoning in a design agent is a situation in which, e.g., the design
process has a need for resolving a conflict in design requirements with another designer. The
sub-process Co-operation Management may conclude on the basis of past experiences in
negotiating with that specific designer, that it is not worthwhile to start a negotiation at all, as
the other designer is very stubborn. This can be indicated to the design process as, e.g., a non-
executed, to-be-assumed as failed, negotiation. The design process can continue work on the
basis of this information.




Reasoning from another point of view, is a useful ability for a designer, which entails not only
reasoning from a domain specific point of view (e.g., different system views in a building), but
also reasoning from the point of view of another designer. Reasoning from the viewpoint of
another design agent can be used for, e.g.,
?  validating a design object description against the given design requirements using a
perspective on design requirement assessment knowledge
?  comparing a design object description against a perspective on a design object description.
(and the same for sets of qualified requirements)
?  predictions: if the other agent would work on this part of the artefact description, what
would he or she add or modify?
In the example domain the Dynamic Web Designer, reasons both from the perspective of
another (co-designer) agent, and from the perspective of users of the resulting (to-be-
designed) system. Reasoning from the perspective of a user, can be modelled in the same
manner as reasoning from the perspective of another agent.
The knowledge used to reason from the point of view of another agent is not as complete or
accurate as the knowledge available to that other agent. The reasoning from a point of view is
a form of hypothetical reasoning: the outcome is assumed to be correct, but may be falsified
after interacting with the actual agent.
To be able to reason from the perspective of another agent, facilities need to be available
within the design model. First of all, the actual knowledge bases need to be available
(beforehand, or dynamically). Secondly, decisions need to be made concerning when to reason
with which information from which viewpoint (see the previous section). And finally, the
agent has to actually reason with the knowledge from a knowledge base. These facilities are
provided by the model of design described above in section 5.
This same generic design model also provides facilities for storing versions of sets of qualified
requirements, design object descriptions, and even storing design rationale. These facilities are
used to store : (1) history of a design process (traces), and (2) design rationale.
7. Example of design agent in a collaborative setting
To illustrate behaviour of a design agent, the knowledge-level model described in Section 6
for which a formal specification has been written, was instantiated and implemented for the
Vendor Data Entry Interface (VDEI) design in Section 4. The emphasis in the trace was on
strategic considerations within the design agent, therefore almost no domain specific
knowledge related to the specific Dynamic Web design process domain was included. The
Dynamic Web Design agent has been modelled and specified within the DESIRE framework. A
trace of the automatically generated prototype implementation of the design agent shows that
the original trace, as related by the Dynamic Web Designer, can be yielded by the design
agent.
Specific examples of reasoning from viewpoints and reasoning about interaction, along with
corresponding traces and knowledge pieces from the detailed model, are presented below.
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7.1 Examples of reflective reasoning
Two different examples for reflective reasoning are given: reasoning from the point of view of
co-designers, and reasoning from the point of view of intended users of the website to be
designed.
7.1.1 Reasoning from other designer’s perspective
In the example described in Section 4.2, the Dynamic Web Designer reasoned from the point
of view of three other designers: the Web Designer, the HTML Designer and the Database
Administrator.
Web Designer’s viewpoint
One of the first explicit shifts in viewpoints occurred during the determination of an
integration strategy (refer to the integration decision in Section 4.2), when the Dynamic Web
Designer first realized that the dynamic site will have two parts: a static HTML part and a
dynamic functional part. The Dynamic Web Designer knew that the Web Designer worked on
the static HTML of the overall website, and decided that the best strategy would be to design
static and dynamic parts separately, and later integrate them to insure that the site is consistent
and work is not duplicated.
The Dynamic Web Designer reasoned about her knowledge of static HTML, and available Web
Designer’s info, and decided that if the Web Designer doesn’t have sufficient knowledge of
dynamic pages design, it would be rather difficult for him to integrate the dynamic part with
the static part (there was a conscious, explicit shift in reasoning in viewpoints). Concluding,
the Dynamic Web Designer made an assumption that the integration will be the Dynamic Web
Designer’s responsibility. Furthermore, the Dynamic Web Designer analysed her own
knowledge, and made an assumption that the integration should be rather easy to implement.
Some fragments of knowledge employed by the Dynamic Web Design agent are shown below.
These knowledge elements are taken from the process co-ordination component inside the
component Requirement Qualification Set Manipulation.
The first knowledge fragment shown in Table 2 specifies a local strategy, based on (partial)
results in designing the artefact description, i.e., discovering that the description of the
dynamic web pages consists of both dynamic html pages and static html pages. The proposed
strategy states that the Web Designer is to integrate the static and dynamic HTML parts.
if analysis_from_DODM_results( current_dod, contains_two_viewpoints( V: Viewpoints ) )
   and design_strategy( DS: design_strategy_name, own_viewpoint( OV: Viewpoint ) )
   and V: Viewpoint ?  OV: Viewpoint
   and agent_info( A: Agent_Name, is_concerned_with_viewpoint( V: Viewpoint )
then RQSM_goal( not_work_on( V: Viewpoint ) )
   and proposed_RQSM_strategy( new(RS): RQSM_Strategy_Name,
integrate( OV: Viewpoint, V: Viewpoint),
when_stable( OV: Viewpoint )
by_agent( A: Agent_Name ) );
This knowledge fragment specifies that the current artefact description contains two viewpoints
(V= {static_html, dynamic_html}). The overall design strategy issued by Design Process Co-
ordination states the viewpoint to be used by the dynamic_web_designer is OV = {
dynamic_html }. The third condition states that the viewpoint which is not the other viewpoint
is important (V = {static_html} ). The fourth condition uses the available information on design
partners to retrieve the name of an agent who is concerned with the static_html viewpoint ( A =
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{web_designer} ). The conclusion of this rule specifies that it is an explicit goal for RQSM to
not work on the static_html viewpoint, and that a proposed local strategy is to have the other
agent integrate the two viewpoints when a design has been made for our own dynamic_html
viewpoint.
Table 2. Knowledge fragment 1: a rule from RQSM Process Co-ordination.
The next knowledge fragment, shown in Table 3, specifies consequences from the previously
issued local strategy.
if proposed_RQSM_strategy( new(RS): RQSM_Strategy_Name,
integrate( OV: Viewpoint, V: Viewpoint),
when_stable( OV: Viewpoint )
by_agent( A: Agent_Name ) )
   and agent_capability_info( viewpoint( OV: Viewpoint ), has_knowledge_of( S: Subject ) )
   and agent_info( A: Agent_Name, not( has_knowledge_of( S: Subject) ) )
then proposed_strategy_has_consequence( R: RQSM_Strategy_Name,
agent_unable_to_accomplish_goal( A: Agent_Name ) );
This knowledge fragment specifies that a proposed local strategy ( R = {rqsm_23},
OV={dynamic_html}, V={static_html}, A = {web_designer } ) about work to be carried out by
another agent, is matched against the knowledge needed for the integration part (S =
{dynamic_pages_design}), and whether the intended agent possesses such knowledge. The
conclusion of this rule specifies that the intended agent does not possess the necessary
knowledge, and is therefore unable to accomplish the proposed strategy.
Table 3. Knowledge fragment 2: a rule from RQSM Process Co-ordination.
The last knowledge fragment, shown in Table 4, specifies another proposal for a local
strategy, based on the consequences derived by the previous knowledge fragment.
if proposed_RQSM_strategy( new(RS): RQSM_Strategy_Name,
integrate( OV: Viewpoint, V: Viewpoint),
when_stable( OV: Viewpoint )
by_agent( A: Agent_Name ) )
   and proposed_strategy_has_consequence( R: RQSM_Strategy_Name,
agent_unable_to_accomplish_goal( A: Agent_Name ) )
   and agent_capability_info( viewpoint( V: Viewpoint ), has_knowledge_of( S: Subject ) )
   and agent_info( self, has_knowledge_of( S: Subject ) )
then reject_strategy( new(RS): RQSM_Strategy_Name )
   and proposed_rqsm_strategy( new(RS2): RQSM_Strategy_Name,
integrate( OV: Viewpoint, V: Viewpoint),
when_stable( OV: Viewpoint ),
self );
This knowledge fragment specifies that a proposed local strategy ( R = {rqsm_23},
OV={dynamic_html}, V={static_html}, A = {web_designer } ) which has as a consequence that
the intended agent to carry out the strategy is unable to do so; needs to be changed to a local
strategy in which the individual designer itself is to perform this strategy, on the condition that
the individual designer possesses the needed knowledge.
Table 4. Knowledge fragment 3: a rule from RQSM Process Co-ordination.
HTML Designer’s viewpoint
The Dynamic Web Designer assumed that she would need to integrate her own designs with
designs produced by the Web Designer. However, closer to the end of the design process, the
Dynamic Web Designer realized, based on new information from the Project Manager, that the
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self-performed-integration assumption was false, and another designer - HTML Designer -
would be performing the integration.
The Dynamic Web Designer had to analyze the HTML Designer’s level of expertise with
respect to static and dynamic HTML and deduce whether this knowledge would be sufficient to
perform the integration. The Dynamic Web Designer tried to reason from the HTML
Designer’s viewpoint while composing integration instructions to imagine how the HTML
Designer would view it. However, based on the comments on the instructions received from
the HTML Designer, the Dynamic Web Designer realized that the HTML Designer’s
knowledge differed from the assumed knowledge and was limited to static HTML only.
The fourth knowledge fragment, shown in Table 5, illustrates the decision to shift reasoning to
the point of view of another co-designer.
if DODM_strategy( DS: DODM_Strategy_Name,
P: Purpose,
intended_for( A: Agent_Name ) )
   and agent_info( A: Agent_Name, is_concerned_with_viewpoint( V: Viewpoint )
   and agent_info( A: Agent_Name, related_knowledge_base( K: Knowledge_Base_Name ) )




V: Viewpoint ) );
This knowledge fragment specifies that a local strategy with a specific purpose for designing an
artefact description intended for a specific agent (DS = {dodm_43}, P =
{build_integration_instructions}, A = {html_designer} ) is best realised by reasoning from the
perspective of that agent, on the condition that a knowledge base (K = {kb_4} ) which can be
used for the intended purpose is available to reason from the point of view of that agent.
Table 5. Knowledge fragment 4: a rule from DODM Process Co-ordination.
DBA’s viewpoint
At multiple occasions in the trace it was necessary to have changes made to the database by
the Database Administrator, based on the requests from the Dynamic Web Designer. In order
to make a request for changes understandable for the Database Administrator, the Dynamic
Web Designer had to analyse the Database Administrator’s characteristics and her own
knowledge of databases in order to make a decision on what information the Database
Administrator would need to successfully implement the changes. As a result of this reasoning,
the requests included information on which fields for which tables had to be changed, what
data types the fields should be, etc.; rationale for changes was also included; however, the
actual SQL code was left for the Database Administrator to write.
7.1.2 Reasoning from user’s perspective
In the example described in Section 4.2, the Dynamic Web Designer reasoned from the point
of view of two intended users of the website to be designer: administrators and employees of
vendors of products.
Administrator’s viewpoint
While working on the data verification process design, and on the design of the administrative
section of the website in general, the Dynamic Web Designer had to simulate an
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administrator’s behaviour and follow the designed data verification procedure from the
viewpoint of a hypothetical administrator - someone who may not have any web design
knowledge at all.
This resulted in automating and simplifying a substantial number of steps in the procedure
which could be hard to do or confusing for a person with limited internet knowledge.
Furthermore, a case of similar reasoning from an administrator’s viewpoint - simulation of the
effect produced by multiple changes on the data verification process performed by an
administrator - resulted in a change of a requirement and major modifications to the website
(refer to the description of the data verification requirement modification in Section 4.2). The
ease-of-use and ease-of-maintenance requirements implied that such a shift of viewpoints
would be necessary in the design.
The fifth knowledge fragment, shown in Table 6, illustrates the decision to reason from the
point of view of a group of intended users.
if RQS_has_subset( current_RQS, S: RQS_Subset_Name )
   and finished_working_on_RQS_subset( S: RQS_Subset_Name,
successful( functional_requirements ) )
   and not finished_working_on_RQS_subset( S: RQS_Subset_Name,
successful( behavioural_requirements ) )
   and RQS_subset_has_intended_group_of_user( S: RQS_Subset_Name,
U: User_Group_Name )
   and knowledge_base_has_purpose( K: Knowledge_Base_Name,
simulate_behaviour_of( U: User_Group_Name ) )
then method_to_apply( analysis,
simulate_behaviour_of( U: User_Group_Name ),
knowledge_base_to_use( K: Knowledge_Base_Name,
from_viewpoint( U: User_Group_Name ) );
This knowledge fragment specifies that if the current set of design requirements has a subset,
from which the functional requirements have been satisfied, but the behavioural requirements
have not yet been satisfied; then an analysis should be made by behavioural simulation from the
point of view of the intended users of the part of the artefact description that the subset of
requirements has required ( S = {data_verification_procedure}, U = {administrators}, K =
{kb_23} ).
Table 6. Knowledge fragment 5: a rule from DODM Process Co-ordination.
Vendor and Internal Employee’s viewpoints.
Reasoning from vendors and internal employees’ viewpoints was similar to that of an
administrator’s; but in this case not only absence of web design knowledge had to be assumed,
but also limited knowledge of how the system works in general as well. The Dynamic Web
Designer had to design the website so that people with such limited knowledge could use it
effectively, and thus had to look at the website from their viewpoint.
8. Discussion and future work
Existing knowledge-level models of design do not address the types of reasoning and
knowledge involved in distributed design. This paper has shown that such models need to
include explicit knowledge of other participants and the design environment. In addition a
knowledge level model of an individual designer needs to include sufficient knowledge to be
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able to reason reflectively about other agents and the design environment. This includes being
able to reason from the point of view of other agents during a design process.
The main purpose of this study was to understand which types of reflective reasoning required
in distributed collaborative design compared to single agent design. The environment of an
individual designer in a distributed design process includes, for example, knowledge of co-
operation partners, design culture, and design problem. To manage these elements, an
individual designer needs to be able to reflect on its own behaviour and knowledge in relation
to (elements of) its environment.
In this paper two existing generic models of agents have been combined: a generic model of a
design agent (for single agent design), and  a generic model of a co-operative agent. The
resulting model has been extended to include reasoning about other participant’s knowledge
and other participants reasoning during the design process, but also to include reasoning about
the need for interaction. Such reflective reasoning requires additional types of input and
generates additional types of requests during a design process. These information types have
been depicted. Reflective reasoning about viewpoints in itself is included in the model of an
individual design agent, and thus required no additional modifications of the model.
Reasoning within the resulting model of a design agent has been illustrated for one specific
example domain, namely the distributed design of a website. A trace of the simulated
behaviour corresponds to the behaviour encountered in practice.
This paper does not address several other aspects of distributed design, such as:
?  reasoning about negotiation strategies, including norms and values in a culture, deliberate
norm transgression;
?  specific ontologies used by an individual designer and ontologies shared among a group of
designers;
?  learning about design partners, their behaviour, and their reactions to conflict resolution
negotiations;
?  sharing information and knowledge;
?  (distributed) planning of projects, tasks, and activities;
?  project management for parts of the local, and overall, design process.
The research reported in this paper is a step towards a knowledge-level model and a formal
theory for a distributed design process. Existing models of design do not address aspects of
distribution and their effect on design processes. Such models and theories are needed to
increase both the quality and quantity of distributed design systems.
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